
LYON-PARILLY - 05 December 

Race 1 

1. GANAKA - 8L sixth at this level in a Agen walk-up 13 days ago. Infrequent winner with others preferred. 

2. GERSHWIN - DQ'd in course walk-up 13 days ago. Others more reliable. 

3. GAZELLE DES MARES - 9L seventh in a Nimes walk-up in stronger company six days ago. Others are more 

convincing. 

4. GARDEL DES GLENAN - 5L third in better company three outings back offers a glimmer of hope. Eased in grade. 

5. GOLDMANIA - 13L eighth in a walk-up 13 days ago at this venue. Steep rise in journey. Progress needed. 

6. GEKA DES DOUITS - Yet to win 33 starts. Unlikely to threaten. 

7. GLUCK - Fair 4L third on penultimate outing here offers each-way claims if repeating. 

8. GABRIELLE AVENUE - Fair efforts here on last two runs. Interesting racing barefoot. 

9. GINGER RODNEY - DQ'd in previous three runs. Easily dismissed. 

10. GITANO LORRAIN - Good 2L winner in this discipline on penultimate outing at Rouen prior to down the field effort. 

Could bounce back. 

11. GERIBIA DE LAVAL - Unsighted in recent starts but drop to this standard may yield an each-way opportunity. 

12. GOMORRO - DQ'd on both runs since resuming. Look elsewhere. 

13. GRAZIELLA BOND - DQ'd on four of previous six outings. Readily opposed. 

14. GITANO DE FELINE - Fair 16L sixth in a higher grade at Lyon-la-Soie three weeks ago. Leading chance running 

barefoot. 

15. GAZOLINE SMART - Returns to this discipline and eased in trip and grade. Place chance. 

16. GASTOUNET - 12L tenth prior to DQ'd at Marseilles-Vivaux last week. Needs improvement. 

Summary 

GITANO DE FELINE (14) ran 16L sixth in a higher grade at Lyon-la-Soie. Holds a leading chance among easier 

company racing barefoot. GITANO LORRAIN (10) produced a good 2L win in a Rouen walk-up on penultimate start. 

May bounce back. Include. GERIBIA DE LAVAL (11) finished downfield recently. Drop to this standard may yield an 

each-way opportunity. Keep on side. GABRIELLE AVENUE (8) appeals after two fair efforts. Interesting racing 

barefoot. 

Selections 

GITANO DE FELINE (14) - GITANO LORRAIN (10) - GERIBIA DE LAVAL (11) - GABRIELLE AVENUE (8)  



Race 2 

1. HASA DE BERTRANGE - 7L third on mobile debut two outings back at Marseilles-Borely. Could progress. 

2. HO MY GOD ONE - Not progressing in walk-ups and needs to improve on sole auto-start when a held fifth. 

3. HAMILTON DU NOYER - Well beaten ninth at Mauquenchy 131 days ago. Previously a good 1L win at Le Croise 

Laroche. Go well. 

4. HOKKAIDA - DQ'd on sole mobile start tempers enthusiasm. 

5. HIP HOP SENOVILLE - Won two of three starts including by 5L in a mobile event on debut. Strong chance. 

6. HELIUM JULRY - Impressive 3L winner on auto-start debut at Saint Galmier. Top chance chasing a hat-trick. 

7. HAITI LADY - Unplaced in three mobile contests this term. Needs marked improvement. 

8. HIPPARIS - 3L fourth on second mobile start prior to absence. With a step forward is interesting. 

9. HERMINE DU MESLIER - Unplaced in three efforts in this discipline. Look elsewhere. 

10. HILTON BERRY - Two recent DQ's in walk-ups following a 10L seventh in a Le Croise Laroche auto-start. Needs 

sharp progress. 

11. HACAROLINA - Fair form this term including 3L fourth on penultimate outing. Thereabouts. 

12. HARLEM DU BOULAY - Yet to feature in three mobile starts but may improve. Place option. 

13. HIP HOP MARCEAUX - 11L eighth in sole auto-start and a good second two outings back at Moulins. Interesting. 

14. HO HISSE - Good 1L third sandwiched between two DQs. Contender on best form so folly to dismiss. 

15. HORUS DES CHAMPS - Moderate form in this grade including a 3L sixth four weeks ago. Could sneak a place. 

16. HAUTAIN DE HOUELLE - Determined winner on fourth walk-up start at this venue 13 days ago. Interesting on 

mobile debut. 

Summary 

HIP HOP SENOVILLE (5) is progressing rapidly after just three starts including winning by 5L on auto-start debut at 

Feurs. Rates highly. HELIUM JULRY (6) scored on first mobile attempt by 3L at Saint Galmier. Finds a good opportunity 

to deliver a hat-trick if able to replicate. HAMILTON DU NOYER (3) was in good heart prior to an absence producing 

two wins including at Le Croise Laroche in June. Holds each-way claims. HASA DE BERTRANGE (1) is capable of a 

placing following a 7L third on mobile debut two outings back. 

Selections 

HIP HOP SENOVILLE (5) - HELIUM JULRY (6) - HAMILTON DU NOYER (3) - HASA DE BERTRANGE (1)  



Race 3 

1. DUC DE CLARBEC - Unplaced in six mounted contests. Look elsewhere. 

2. ELITE DE CARLESS - Good 5L scorer in this discipline prior to disappointing DQ at Nantes 13 days ago. Has ability 

but inconsistent. 

3. ESPIEGLE - Drops in grade for this second mounted event. Best watched. 

4. ELFIE DE BANVILLE - Good 1L third in a Nantes mounted race at this level 20 days ago. In the mix.  

5. DIVA DE CHAMBRAY - Yet to place in 10 mounted events. Others readily preferred. 

6. DORLANDO DE COUDE - Out of form this campaign including 13L sixth in an Angers auto-start two weeks ago. 

Unlikely to feature. 

7. EXTRA JET - 12L eighth in a Strasbourg mounted race 48 days ago. Set for progress eased in grade and barefoot. 

8. DEMON DES VEYS - 15L eighth at Mauquenchy three outings back. Hard to enthuse. 

9. ELITE GEMA - Close to breakthrough mounted success this term including 2L fourth in better company at Graignes 

two weeks ago. Firmly in the mix. 

10. COOKIE STAR - DQ'd in four of last five runs. Ignored. 

11. ETINCELLE DE FEU - Woefully out of form. Impossible to recommend. 

12. CALIN DU PRESSOIR - Solid 5L fourth in this company at Chartres 13 days previously.  Each-way protagonist. 

13. FLAMBEUR DU DIGEON - Walk-up victory three back masks a disappointing campaign. Others more reliable. 

14. EOLE DE NEUVY - Good 3L fourth three outings back prior to disappointing DQ at Bordeaux. Has ability. 

15. DONYX D'HAGUE - Impressive 4L scorer in a mounted event three starts ago reads well. Can forgive latest DQ 

eased in grade. 

16. ECKMUHL JACK - Consistent at this level including 2L runner-up at Marseilles-Vivaux two weeks ago. Strong 

candidate racing barefoot. 

17. DANCER DU CADRAN - Neck walk-up winner at Lyon-la-Soie 24 days ago. Best watched on mounted debut. 

18. EQUIN D'AVRIL - 2L third in this discipline three back is solid form at this level. Rates among the chances. 

Summary 

ECKMUHL JACK (16) produced a 2L runner-up at Marseilles-Vivaux which reads well. Strong candidate racing 

barefoot. EQUIN D'AVRIL (18) finished 2L third in a Marseilles-Vivaux mounted contest three outings back in this 

standard. This looks a suitable target. EXTRA JET (7) looks interesting dropping in grade and barefoot after 12L eighth 

in a Strasbourg mounted event. ELFIE DE BANVILLE (4) was a decent third in a Nantes mounted race in this level. 

Place option. 

Selections 

ECKMUHL JACK (16) - EQUIN D'AVRIL (18) - EXTRA JET (7) - ELFIE DE BANVILLE (4)  



Race 4 

1. FAIRWAY LA VITARD - 17L tenth at this level in a Reims walk-up 42 days ago. Unlikely to pose a threat. 

2. FEELING JULRY - DQ'd in three of previous five walk-ups but two seconds in between offer hope on reappearance. 

3. FAR WEST DE BUSSET - Neck scorer in this grade four outings back prior to regressive form. Others preferred. 

4. FANGIO GRIFF - Without a win in 40 runs including a DQ at this level three weeks ago. Look elsewhere. 

5. FRANCE SMILING - Fair 4L third over course and distance prior to absence. One for the placings. 

6. FALCO DE CAPONET - 8L tenth on reappearance 42 days ago. Progress required. 

7. FROM PARIS - Down the field at this standard 27 days ago but may improve racing barefoot. 

8. FABIO FOOT - 8L sixth in a Lyon-la-Soie walk-up 21 days ago. Needs progress. 

9. FAST LOULOU - Regressed on previous three outings since shock walk-up win at Divonne. Others have more 

convincing profiles. 

10. FALCO DA VINCI - 6L sixth in a Paray-le-Monial walk-up 27 days ago. Prepared to overlook. 

11. FINEST HOUR - Down the field efforts this term don't enthuse. Unlikely to feature. 

12. FEE DANOVER - Recent DQ following fair 7L seventh at this level in a Chartres walk-up. Each-way option. 

13. FEDER DE BANVILLE - DQ's in five of previous six outings. Look elsewhere. 

14. FUEGO DU CHENE - Fair 10L fifth resuming 10 days ago. Could improve. 

15. FLIMS DE PAUMAR - Good 2L third over track and trip 13 days ago. Player. 

16. FAUCON DE FAEL - DQ's on three of previous four runs temper enthusiasm. Best watched. 

17. FELIN DE BOMO - 6L fifth in stronger company at Salon-de-Provence last month. Bold display expected. 

18. FARMER KERYVON - 8L ninth in stronger company 18 days ago at Marseilles-Vivaux. May improve running 

barefoot. 

Summary 

FELIN DE BOMO (17) produced a 6L fifth among stronger company at Salon-de-Provence. Ready for sharp 

improvement dropping into this level. Bold display expected. FLIMS DE PAUMAR (15) finished a sound 2L third at this 

track and trip. Rates a chance. FEE DANOVER (12) will needs to leave behind recent DQ after a fair 7L seventh at this 

level in a Chartres walk-up. Each-way. FARMER KERYVON (18) holds potential following an 8L ninth at Marseilles-

Vivaux. May improve racing barefoot. 

Selections 

FELIN DE BOMO (17) - FLIMS DE PAUMAR (15) - FEE DANOVER (12) - FARMER KERYVON (18)  



Race 5 

1. ESPION JIHAIME - Yet to score in 13 auto-starts and DQ'd two weeks ago. Best watched. 

2. DURATON DU SAPTEL - Nose winner of a Solon-de-Provence walk-up three outings back. Not 

expected to appreciate the return to this discipline. 

3. ETINCELLE SUN - Down the field on previous three outings prior to absence. Others preferred. 

4. ELITLOVE PASMARICK - Fair 4L runner-up in a Vincennes mobile event last month. Could sneak a 

place. 

5. EGERIE IMPERIALE - 2L Bordeaux walk-up success three weeks ago following 7L sixth in a Le Croise 

Laroche auto-start. Drop in standard may yield progress. 

6. DECLIC DU SOLEIL - 5L fourth in a La Capelle mobile contest in lesser company. Tough task. 

7. DELICE DU NORD - 12L seventh in a Le Croise Laroche mobile race three starts back. May improve 

eased in grade. 

8. DREAM DU CHATELET - DQ'd three back prior to down the field efforts at Moulins and Lignieres. No 

appeal. 

9. DOLLY DES VAUCHAUX - Down the field in this grade on reappearance two weeks ago. Needs 

marked improvement. 

10. DEXTER BLUE - Fair efforts before a DQ at this venue 18 days previously. Decrease in trip may help. 

11. ELMET BLUE - 6L fifth at this standard in a Salon-de-Provence walk-up 20 days ago. Thereabouts 

returned to this discipline. 

12. DARWIN BEGONIA - Unplaced in seven auto-starts. Others preferred. 

13. EL BELLOUET - Improving since reappearance including a 2L third in a Toulouse mobile contest two 

weeks ago. Contender. 

14. DIRE STRAITS - DQ'd in four of last five races. Hard to recommend. 

15. DARLEY HAMPTON - Good mobile performer with two victories since resuming including a 3L win in 

this discipline two weeks ago. Top chance. 

16. DARLING DU RABUTIN - DQ in mounted event latest following fair efforts in auto-starts. Place 

chance. 

Summary 

DARLEY HAMPTON (15) could complete a hat-trick following two victories since resuming. A 3L triumph 

in a Salon-de-Provence auto-start at this level two weeks ago boost confidence. ELMET BLUE (11) may 

be able to put in a good shift back in this discipline after 6L fifth in this grade at Salon-de-Provence walk-

up last month. Keep in mind. EL BELLOUET (13) is improving with a 2L third in a Toulouse mobile event 

two weeks back which reads well. Each-way contender. EGERIE IMPERIALE (5) is a place option 

dropped in class. 

Selections 

DARLEY HAMPTON (15) - ELMET BLUE (11) - EL BELLOUET (13) - EGERIE IMPERIALE (5)  



Race 6 

1. BRASIL DES VOIRONS - Down the field on two runs since resuming. Unlikely to threaten. 

2. FLIGHT DYNAMICS - Well beaten on penultimate outing in this grade prior to an 11L tenth in a G3 

Laval walk-up. Need progress. 

3. ELIXIR DU RABUTIN - 3L victory in this grade at Vichy prior to an absence. Solid form subsequently. 

Player. 

4. DIXIT DANICA - DQ in a G3 Salon-de-Provence walk-up last month. Could fare better dropped in 

standard. 

5. BACCARAT DE NIRO - Fair walk-up form this term but need progress up in grade. 

6. DEGANAWIDAH - 5L eighth in Vincennes walk-up five days ago. Step forward required. 

7. BACCHUS D'ELA - Fair 6L third in a Lignieres walk-up 34 days ago. Enters place thoughts. 

8. CRESCENDIS - In fine form prior to a break. Entitled to strip fitter for resuming Vincennes down the 

field effort 21 days ago.  

9. CE RETOUR D'OSCAR - Improving 4L fourth in a Toulouse walk-up in stronger company six days 

back. Top chance dropped in standard. 

10. ATOLL DANOVER - Improved with a 7L seventh in a G3 Mauquenchy contest last month. This a 

more suitable target. 

11. CLASSIC CONNECTION - 1L runner-up at this level on penultimate outing. Each-way chance if sharp 

enough on return. 

12. ELSA DE BELFONDS - Well beaten in a G3 on return but good form previously. Expect a forward 

showing. 

13. JERRY MOM - 5L defeat in a Vincennes class A walk-up represents decent form. Thereabouts. 

14. ECLAT DE GLOIRE - Two fair G3 walk-up runs prior to a 5L sixth in stronger company at Toulouse. 

In the mix racing barefoot. 

15. GROSS WEIGHT - Entitle to strip fitter for 6L defeat in a Vincennes G3 on return 21 days ago. Folly 

to discount running barefoot. 

Summary 

ECLAT DE GLOIRE (14) is a notable runner after two fair G3 walk-up runs prior to a 5L sixth at Toulouse. 

Confidence is boosted by running barefoot and down in level. Leading player. GROSS WEIGHT (15) 

finished 6L behind the winner in a Vincennes G3 on return 21 days ago. Expected to take a step forward 

barefoot. ELSA DE BELFONDS (12) and JERRY MOM (13) both have good form at a higher level. 

Respected. 

Selections 

ECLAT DE GLOIRE (14) - GROSS WEIGHT (15) - ELSA DE BELFONDS (12) - JERRY MOM (13) 

 


